
EcuoSacco 
For a dried and more ecological recycling. Aiming at a more 
environment friendly reciclying of undifferentiated garbage 
 

This is an experimental project, created to reduce the amount of waste and to introduce a 

more equable fare, in order to raise even more awareness on the issue. The process 

concerns the recycling of “secco”, the undifferentiated garbage: the local Administration 

provides the first supply of ECUOsacchi, adapted to the needs of each family, and the 

citizens pay according to how many bags they use. 

 

REASONS TO DO IT 
You’ll become a more virtuous and conscious citizen 

You’ll pay according to the waste you produce, that's why the recycling is more equable 

You’ll better your own environment, by producing less rubbish 

You’ll raise the recycling percentage of your town 

You’ll create new resources for your community/ provide your own community with new , 

thanks to the savings by the ECUOsacco experiment 

 

ADVICES FOR A GOOD PRACTICE 
Reduce as much as you can the volume of garbage you produce Buy thinking about how 

much waste you will produce 

Respect your own land. Do not throw the rubbish bags in public trash, on the street or in 

parks Always check if your putting each peace of garbage in the right compartment 

 

HOW, WHERE AND WHEN 
 What is ECUOsacco ? 

 The ECUOsacco is the new semi-transparent and traceable bag that must be used for 

the “undifferentiated garbage” 

 What should I put in the ECUOsacco ? 

 The secco/undifferentiated trash. Read the specifications on the back side of the 

calendar. Remember to put in the ECUOsacco the waste without stocking it in other 

bags 

 Where is the ECUOsacco distributed ? 

 At distribution points on the days and times indicated below. The withdrawal of 

ECUOsacchi is essential. 

 How many ECUOsacchi can I get? 

 The number of bags that you can get is related to the composition of your household 

 What do I need in order to withdraw ECUOsacchi? 

 To collect the bags you have to go to the distribution points with your CRS / CNS  

 

 

 

 

 



If I need more ECUOsacchi, where can I buy them and how much do they cost? 
You can buy them at the local Offices of the municipality, using your CRS / CNS or 

CEMcard: 

- € 10 for a roll of 15 ECUOsacchi to 40  liters 

- € 30 for a roll of 15 ECUOsacchi 120  liters 

The purchase of the bags has to be done before the withdrawal of additional bags. The 

price includes the cost of disposing of the waste collected in the bag 

Exceptions: 

Additional supply for families with a child under 3 years old 

Additional supply with self-certification for People with certified incontinence problems 

 

Can I use other bags for the secco trash? 
No, only ECUOsacchi will be collected 

 

And the previous gray bags? 
You can use them for the recycle of Multipak 

 

Why is there a code printed on ECUOsacchi? 
Thanks to the code it will be possible to trace the owner of the ECUOsacco 

 

Why are some ECUOsacchi  red and others blue? 
Because this way, you can discern the waste of households (red) from those of non-

domestic users (blue) 

 

Other questions? 
City of Bernareggio - Ecology Office  

tel. 039.9452128 – mail: ecuosacco@comune.bernareggio.mb.it 

 

Dates and times for ECUOsacchi withdrawal - domestic and non-domestic users: 
 

From 11th to 30th January 2016 

DAY HOUR WHERE 

Monday, Tuesday, 
Wednesday, Friday from 9.00 to 13.00 

Palazzo Landriani (ex Municipio)  

via Prinetti 29 Thursday from 16.00 to 20.00 

Saturday from 9.00 to 17.00 

 


